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CENTRE REPORT

Dear Members,

It has been an exciting few months! The

Centre has been buzzing with energy – Bex

and I are enjoying our new roles and are

feeling confident that we have got our

footing steadfast and at the ready. Speaking

of new roles, we welcome on board

Bronwyn Mason as our new Librarian! And

we  thank you for all the kind words of

welcome and support as we get settled in.

Congratulations to all the artists exhibiting

in Nourish for a fantastic show hosted by

Nicola Fox and her Allpress team. The calibre of professional pottery was noted by even the

most executive guests. Jacqui Dixon from Sabato, our guest judge and supplier of gorgeous

nibbles for the opening, selected our Merit and Premier awards, with the winners Stephen

Aitken, Margaret Bray and Adele Foster respectively, also taking away generous prizes gifted

by Decopot Ltd and Waikato Ceramics. A special thank you to Margaret Bray and the many

volunteers who helped put it all together! We've still got a few spots to fill for watching the

Gallery while the exhibition is on  – this is an excellent way to network, gain some gallery

experience and meet some wonderful people. Please click here to select a shift.



Back at the Centre, Term 2 is nearing its end (please remember to collect your bisc work

from Term 1!) and School Holidays are coming fast. The studio will be closed during the

Kids Holiday Program which runs from 15th July – 18th July, 9.30am – 12.30pm. Studio

outside this class time will be available to all members as usual – please don’t forget to sign

in.

Finishing touches on the Residency Pods (or more affectionately named “The Barry Sheds”)

are going full steam ahead. Check out the “What's Up With the Pods” article below by

Catherine Spence for more exciting info about these.

The kiln shed is running smoothly with a daily change of works – Aidan has proven a strong

addition to the team, powering through up to 21 firings per week! Thank you to all the extra

hands that jump in and help load and unload kilns – it is much appreciated.

Looking forward we have the Silent Auction coming up, the "Discussing Good Design"

Bisqueware Evening, and of course we are now starting to think about  Fire and Clay, the

Great Mugging, and Big Clay Day Out...

Lastly – we are greatly saddened to learn of the passing of Merilyn Wiseman, and send our

condolences to her friends, family and loved ones. 

- Carla and Bex

REMEMBERING MERILYN WISEMAN
ASP acknowledges the passing of a great potter; we farewell Merilyn Wiseman.

Merilyn Wiseman was my tutor at the end

of my first year doing the Diploma. I’d

started off somewhat within my comfort

zone with Andrew van der Putten, but was

then thrown in the deep end doing figure

sculpture and mould making with Toby

Twiss. Merilyn combined those two

extremes for me – the work we did for her

was primarily functional, but stretched my

ideas about how to make and decorate my

work. Her energy and passion were contagious, and her teaching exemplary.

She started us off by having us choose a pot from the bisque collection and trying to copy it.

What an amazing and humbling lesson – you really don’t understand how much you haven’t

seen or thought about until you try to repeat what someone else has done. But I also

learned from her that we each bring our own personality and techniques to what we do,



even if we start by being inspired by someone else’s work.

I learned from her the importance of trying out different forms and experimenting with

glazes, and that balance is more important in a pot than thinness. She instilled in me the

practice of paying attention to detail, as well as an obsession with the fluid line – no one did

that better than she did, whether with paintbrush, slip trailer, comb, or her own fingers.

Merilyn could be tough in her criticism, but you always knew where you stood and if you

took her advice your work would be better for it. I am not only a better potter for having had

her as a tutor, but a better pottery teacher to my own students now. She was a tiny person

with a giant presence, and it’s hard to believe she’s gone. I am grateful that I had the chance

to know her.

- Suzy Dunser

Photo: left to right Carol Stewart, Helen Perrett, Vice Kobylarz, Stuart Spackman, Merilyn Wiseman.

Over the last few years Merilyn had become

a frequent visitor to our studio. As a

reasonably close neighbour it made sense

to keep in regular touch, share knowledge

and gossip over a cuppa.

We all know of Merilyn's illustrious career,

her awards for exceptional work in clay, her

generous teaching, I will let others fill in that

information.

But for us we always looked forward to her

visits, usually prompted by recent

happenings in the pottery world, when she

and Peter would thoroughly enjoy

dissecting the whys and wherefores  of

these issues. Loving a bit of pottery political

intrigue but also peppered with ponderings

on  the mysteries of clay and glaze

technology, we all loved the opportunity for

a good old natter.

Eloquent and well informed Merilyn did not suffer fools, her incisive wit and excellent critical

eye would swiftly cut through the bull shit. We adored her for her forthrightness and her

honesty and she could always be relied upon to give your work a very real critique. Coming

from a rare and in-depth fund of knowledge her comments were always worth their weight

in gold, and her generosity of spirit and enthusiastic personality always left you feeling



uplifted by her words. She was always intensely interested in people, places and pots.

It was only natural that Merilyn was one of three senior potters invited to take part in the

Collis Studios Masters Series 2018. Always self-deprecating Merilyn chose to go third after

Rick Rudd’s and John Parker’s successful exhibitions.

Peter and I had decided to run this series to allow these artists at the top of their field to

exhibit work they loved that may or may not have been shown before but that mainstream

galleries, always onto the ‘latest thing’, would not show again. They proved to be enormously

successful pop-up shows. Sunday afternoon celebrations of talent.

This final showing of work was for us a rare opportunity to view a large range of Merilyn’s

work, but it was also an opportunity for friends, family and admirers to spend some time

with her, to  talk pots and add to their collection. It was an afternoon of fun and laughter,

anecdotes and affection.

How glad I am that it happened.  Over the last couple of years we had noticed Merilyn’s

struggles with ill health. Breathing issues exacerbated by the humidity of summer and which

turned into chest problems in the winter wore her down. Always elegantly slender she was

disappearing before our eyes, but yet always  confident that she would “kick this damned

cough”.

We were overseas when Merilyn went into hospital. Respecting her wish for no visitors we

had a  number of communications by email. Her last letter on Monday 10 June was still

positive, she  was looking forward to getting home, getting back on her “spindles”, and it

contained an  invitation for drinks “to catch up with all our news”. Always interested in

people's activities and opinions, she wanted to hear all about our recent trip and we were so

looking forward to discussing the pots and potters we encountered.

We will always treasure not only the wonderful piece we purchased the afternoon of

her  exhibition but all the myriad of wonderful memories. Peter calling up the stairs

“Merilyn’s on her way, put the kettle on”.

Merilyn Wiseman, Master potter and dear friend.

- Julie & Peter Collis

Photo: Merilyn teaching ASP Diploma students.

UPCOMING EVENTS







Friday, 2 August 2019 at 6:30pm



ASP Movie Night: Warren
Tippett

This month it will be “Warren Tippet”… one

of the two in the ASP library…or maybe

both……

All members welcome, please bring a plate

to share.

OPEN CALLS & OPPORTUNITIES

QUARRY ARTS CENTRE OPEN CERAMICS AWARD 2019

The Northland Craft trust, in association with Ceramics NZ, is delighted to present the

Quarry Arts Centre Open Ceramics award 2019. This is the second year for this annual

event, after our 2018 award was such a wonderful success. Our aim is to encourage and

develop the continuation of excellence in ceramics in New Zealand, and to showcase the

unique talents and techniques of New Zealand ceramic artists.

First Prize: $1000

Merit award: 2 year subscription to Art News New Zealand magazine.

People’s Choice award: 1 year membership to the Ceramics Association of NZ.

Important Dates

7th August – deadline for submissions. Send your completed entry form, images and

dimensions of your work, and your entry fee.

14th August – We will notify all entrants regarding selection for exhibition.

28th August – Selected work must be delivered to us by 4pm

Friday 6th September – exhibition opening and winners announced

6th – 28th September: exhibition runs at the Yvonne Rust Gallery

More info & entry form at Quarry Arts website



GREATER AUCKLAND ART AWARDS & EXHIBITION 2019

REGISTRATION OPENS: 7th June 2019

CLOSE OF REGISTRATION: 6th September 2019

FINAL ALTERATIONS: 12th September 2019

AWARDS EVENING: 26th September

EXHIBITION DATES: 27th September – 6th October

VENUE: Shed 2 Corbans Estate, cnr 426 Great North Rd & 2 Mt Lebanon Lane, Henderson

More info & entry form at Waitakere Arts website



NOURISH
by Catherine Spence



What a show!! “Nourish” is the annual ASP self-selected show and this year the calibre of the

pieces was though the roof – it was a wonderful selection of work that would make any

ASP’er proud to say “I am part of this potter-clay family”!

The range of work was exemplary of the kind of pottery that ASP supports – the classes that

nurture both new and older (!) hands in the creative endeavour and exploration of clay and

glaze that lead to the results that make up Nourish 2019.

Jacqui Dixon of Sabato was the Judge and she spoke of the impossibility of the job of

selecting awards  – she spent considerable time struggling with the choosing, and how it was

a difficult pursuit with such high quality work. She awarded the Premier Prize from Decopot

Limited (Paul Pepworth) to Adele Foster; Merit Prize from Decopot Limited (Paul Pepworth)

to Stephen Aitken and a Merit Prize from Waikato Ceramics (Dylan Gardiner) went to

Margaret Bray. Congratulations to these members!

A big thank you to the awards sponsors for the prizes, to Allpress for the wonderful gallery

space and Sabato for the fine food.

But rather than wax lyrical – look at the pictures on our social media – and get down there

and see it for yourself!



Top left: "Woodfired Platters" by Margaret Bray

Bottom left: Adele Foster with her "Minty Pots"

Right: Stephen Aitken with his "Pouring Jug"

INTRODUCING THE CLAY CENTRE
by Nadine Spalter

Opening The Clay Centre has been the

realisation of a long-held dream of mine.

Through my role as Co-Director of ASP I

became even more aware of the need for

another place where people can 'learn to

pot'. Finally the right building presented

itself, coinciding with the right timing in our

lives to start this business as a family, and

all things are go!

We have 4 distinct areas at The Clay Centre:

A classroom (16 wheels), a Hand-building



room (which doubles as a party/function

room), a Members Area (10 wheels

exclusively for members), and a retail area

for selling tools, coffee and tea, and

somewhere to just relax and think about

clay! Our opening date is 22nd July, but you

can go online and book classes

now: www.theclaycentre.co.nz

Thanks for everyone's support at ASP, it's

been truly amazing.

ANAGAMA KILN BUILD - ROTO-O-RANGI
by Margaret Bray

This March 2019, Janet Smith commenced

on a mighty task building a mighty Anagama

kiln on her rural property at Roto-O-Rangi,

in the picturesque backblocks of

Cambridge, Waikato.   A large concrete pad



laid, followed by family coming to erect a

shed to cover the area that the kiln was

about to be built.

Master Kiln builder and designer, Duncan

Shearer, worked with Janet from the start. 

First in the arduous task of sourcing and

collecting the thousands of fire bricks

needed: including about 3000 assorted

bricks along with 279 arch bricks that

spanned the length of the kiln, which is over

3.6 metres long. 

Janet approached this exciting undertaking

with practicalities in mind.  Anagama are loaded by climbing into the kiln and placing work

from the back to the front.  Janet can basically walk right in!!  When I asked why Janet wanted

to build an Anagama, her eyes lit up. 

“I always wanted to.  My first ever kiln was a Bourri Box salt glaze, 52 cubic foot kiln which

was built in Taranaki in 1992, with Margaret Foley and Bev Rea. This kiln fired over 3 days

and provided a little ash on the pots, but I really wanted to expand on that, and tumble

stack.   A fantastic experience was firing the ‘Abourrigama’ in Australia owned by Graeme

Wilkie at QDOs Art Centre – this time firing with Graeme Wilkie, Gyan Wall and Maureen

Allison; a 10-day firing that cemented my passion to have my own Anagama kiln and to fire

in this way.  It’s a nutty thing to do at my age, and many people ask why??!  But I say- why

not?! I will be able to fire it happily and with ease because of its design, hopefully for the

next 20 years!!” 

The kiln itself is 110 cu/ft.   This is huge!!   It has 3 steps, each step can take x3 18”x12”

shelves, or different combinations to suit sculptural pieces.  It has a hidden chamber at the

back of the kiln near the chimney which is loaded through small openings on each side. This

hidden chamber, or Sutema (pronounced Stemma) has an interior bag wall ahead of it. This

is sieve like, controlling how much and where the flame goes, as it heads towards the

chimney flues at the back of the kiln. Soda can be added through a soda spray port mid to

back of kiln: making it a dual Kiln; Soda mid to back and Wood Kiln in the front.  The chimney

reaches 4m into the sky.

Control of stoking is important to Janet; her observations are that in the case of front stoking

kilns; as firings progress and heat from the kiln pushes out at the stokers, they tend to start

chucking wood in – the control is lost on placing wood into the firing.  With side stoke holes,

the stoker can be more composed in his/her approach leading to a more controlled firing.  

Firings will take 3 days in order to achieve the ash effects desired.   Janet will fire until all

Cone 10 are down, right to the back – some places in the kiln going up to Cone 13. A special

shovel (nicknamed the flicker) is being designed and fabricated in order to flick embers from

the ember beds onto the pots nearest the fire – this custom-made shovel will enable Janet to



build up greater ash volumes directly onto the work, particularly at the front stacks of the

kiln. 

Duncan and Janet have painstakingly forethought as many ideas and possibilities that the

kiln can offer and incorporated them into the build as there’s no way to add things later. 

Just one example is a small grate which runs mid-way through the kiln, underneath the side

stoke port; this may, or may not be used, but allows additional air control.   Duncan also

designed and built the Anagama kiln at ASP – built in 2003 it was finally dismantled a year or

so ago, the new residency pods now standing in its place.   The ASP Anagama was very

similar to Janet’s one, but its shape was more ‘bulging’, allowing 4 shelves across, and had a

much more rounded arch roof.

Many people have become a part of Janet’s Kiln, and there are many considerations.  Aside

from the bricks and mortar there are so many components… the beautiful fine red clay

integral to the adobe layers that we were applying, dug from a friends farm, the shed that

was built in a day by family, welding work and the steel required to tension the kiln, wood

that has to be collected and delivered to fuel the long firings, food that is served as the

teams work enthusiastically together and of course the clay creations that have to be made. 

In order to commence the first firing, Janet is awaiting the shelves that will be used in the

kiln and is very quickly approaching the home stretch of the build. 

An incredible beast, although no official name yet; it was “Shaggy” on the day I worked on it! 

The hay adobe turning the pristine brick work into a huge organic form. I couldn’t wait for

the next chance to see Shaggy and the team again!

I didn’t have to wait too long.  Early June I joined a small team adding the final layer of adobe

to the kiln.   These were a mixture of clay, sawdust, hay, sand and cow dung.   An aromatic

way to work!  Jason Luke was put on design duty while I made bung holes for the blow hole. 

Duncan built the Sutema wall while the rest of us got to work bringing the design to life.  The

ash beds feature two columns and they had ended up looking like cat’s paws, so it was only

natural that a mighty lion evolved upwards from these.  Rose Tuffery makes earth homes; it

was wonderful to be working alongside her for this task and I picked up lots of informative

ideas and uses of tools.  What was most interesting to me was the difference between the

two lion images on either side of the kiln; both drawn by Luke, but soft and undulating on

the side Rose and I worked, square and pixelated on the side Luke worked!  At some point a

little mouse got woven into the story, and I sculpted him at the foot of the Lion.

There is still a list of things to do; waiting on the shelves from China, steel work for the

hinged stoking holes, bricks to be cut for the door and other wickets and importantly, wood

to be collected for the long firings which hopefully will commence from about September. 

But well and truly, Janet has ‘knocked the beast off’ – time to get some pots made!!

Photo top left: Duncan Shearer and Janet Smith.



THE ASP COLLECTION: ROBIN HOPPER
by Jill Duncalfe

Continuing with our focus on the ASP
bisqueware collection.

To the left of the kitchen bench in the old

house are some works by Robin Hopper.

These works are wheel thrown porcelain,

using various coloured clays, also known as

agateware. His work included vases, lidded

jars, decorative places and bowls. This was

one of three diverse directions he explored

throughout his lengthy career.

He made one-of-a-kind artwork including

sculptural work made from assembled thrown forms. The foundation on which his work

developed was his lifelong interest in and research into ceramic glaze and colour

development. His inspiration came from a range of idea sources, such as ceramic history,

geology, world cultures, landscape, gardens, plants and painting.

Hopper wrote that he began working with clay at the age of three, and from there enjoyed a

“lengthy, peripatetic career as a mud-pusher.”

Although British born and trained, Hopper emigrated to Canada in 1968 where he worked

both as a ceramic artist and in ceramics education. In 1977, after deciding to devote his time

to his own work, he moved to Victoria in British Columbia to operate the family’s Chosin

Pottery Gallery, also famous for the garden he developed there. It was here he worked until

his death in 2017.

He was an artist, an educator, gardener and writer. He’s published numerous books, mainly

on ceramic design and techniques, and made educational videos.

He taught throughout Canada, and in New Zealand, England, USA, Australia, China, Korea,

Japan and Israel. His ceramic work is in public, corporate and private collections throughout

the world. He earned many accolades for his work as a potter, including Canada’s most

prestigious annual award in the crafts, The Bronfman Award, was made an honorary

member of the National Council on Education for Ceramic Arts, and received the Order of

Canada in recognition of all that he had done for the arts.

FROM THE CHAIR: AN UPDATE



by Elena Renker

It has been a busy time for the Committee

these past 2 years. As you all know the ASP

membership has increased drastically lately.

This has led us to review all of our

procedures as well as our strategy about

the direction we would like the centre to

work towards in the next 5 years.

After a lot of strategy meetings and

discussions we decided on the following points:

1. We would like ASP to continue as it is. It is doing very well and we do not see the need

for any major changes at this point.

2. We do not want to expand. We don’t have to accommodate every person who wants

to make pots. We don’t have to be everything to everyone. We are doing well as we

are.

3. We want to preserve the nature of ASP as a teaching centre open to all it’s members,

a place to exchange knowledge. With the large membership and the tightening of

Health and Safety rules we have had to put some restrictions in place but by and

large we would like ASP to stay the warm, friendly and relaxed place it has always

been where members are welcome to pop in and say hello at any time.

4. We want to stay involved in the community. That includes the local community and

the ceramic community nationally as well as internationally.

5. We want to make sure that the members all know that this is a place run by potters

for potters. It can only function with the help of volunteers, all Committee members

are volunteers.

The Committee has been doing a lot of work to keep the centre running smoothly and

efficiently;

Our Health and safety protocols have been reviewed, updated and applied.

The kiln shed has been rewired and new kilns have been purchased to increase firing

capacity.

The studio has been renovated.

The Box Gallery has been established.

We have applied for grants to help with the funding of some of the projects.

Two pods have been installed for the new residency program.

We have renegotiated our Ceramics NZ membership.

We have reviewed our collection held at the Auckland Museum.



The roof of the main house has been repainted.

We have improved our accounting practices.

We have also been taking care of all the usual business like organising our yearly exhibitions

Nourish, Fire and Clay and the student exhibition. We have also been responsible for the

member’s events and workshops with national and international artists. We put together

last year’s BCDO. And we are responsible for the regular newsletter, the website and social

media. The Committee is very well organised with each member responsible for a certain

field that they report back on at each meeting. This helps to keep on top of things and to

make sure that jobs get done on time. We work very closely with the Director to make sure

the centre is running as smoothly as possible. If you have any suggestions, ideas or

comments please let us know. We would love to hear from you – you can always get on

touch with us via the office – asp@cermaics.co.nz

And we always need more volunteers to help out around the place. So if you have a bit of

time to spare, even if only an hour, please get in touch with Carla. This is our Centre, it is

what we make it. Run by potters for potters.

WHAT'S UP WITH THE PODS?
by Catherine Spence

Most of you, by now, will have noticed the

disappearance of the piles of bricks by the

studio (and their miraculous reappearance

next to the woodfire kilns) and their

replacement of two, rather snazzy glass

door fronted cabins, or “pods”.

They arrived as part of a grant ASP sought

(thanks to Peter Lange and Trien

Steverlynck) from the Foundation North

Trust to house ceramic artist residents – studio potters and clay sculptors. This will bring our

residency opportunities up to three in total.

At the end of last year half the funding was achieved from the Trust and the Committee

agreed to commit to funding the remainder so that there would be two fully fitted out studio

spaces. They were duly purchased and were expected to be in situ in February 2019.

Unfortunately, they arrived a month to six weeks late – but looked mint when the building

was completed. Since April they have been fitted out with electricity, joined together along

their front decking and are currently undergoing a paint job. Simultaneously, off site,



benches and wedging tables are bring put together for installation along with a wheel each,

chairs and a water/waste system.

Other than the electricity, everything is being done by generous volunteers who give their

time, skill and at times also contribute materials to the job.

The Committee has also been looking at various residency programmes internationally to

put an ASP residency structure together that fits our ASP-kiwi ways, and that is also

interesting to international potters who may want to make the effort to come down under to

be with us. Excitingly we already have a resident potter lined up for the end of this year -

Jean-Nicolas Gerard!

So – bear with us – the pods will be a wonderful asset. One that ASP can enjoy as new

people bring and share their practice and their ideas with us.

Oh – and if you have a spare minute and a skill you can contribute – Carla is always on the

look-out for helpers to lend a hand.

DIPLOMA UPDATE
by Siriporn Falcon-Grey

Slip Casting Modulette with Brendan
Adams

The diploma students had a fast paced "in

your face" 3 week introduction to slip

casting with clay extraordinaire Brendan

Adams. We also had Toby Twiss showing us

his press mould techniques and hearing his

stories about compiling a mould with some

60 plus pieces! No thanks! That’s a bit too

advanced for some of us!

To begin, choosing the right item to mold

and paying extra mind to the grabs was a

key component to creating a successful

mould. Our bunch is pretty adventuresome as some had vintage hand grenades to mould

while others opted for skulls and the occasional rubber ducky. In the end, we all came out

with the knowledge of mass production skills and ideas for our next prolific art piece!

Onwards to learning more about techniques with Chuck Joseph as we start construction on

some leggy birds. 



Photo top: left to right, Helen Dorresteyn, Toby Twiss, Brendan Adams, Sarah Siddons.

Photo below: skull by Joelle March.
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